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ABSTRACT 54 

 55 

Reward-associated stimuli can both evoke conditioned responses and acquire reinforcing 56 

properties in their own right, becoming avidly pursued. Such conditioned stimuli (CS) can guide 57 

reward-seeking behaviour in adaptive (e.g., locating food) and maladaptive (e.g., binge eating) ways. 58 

The basolateral amygdala (BLA) regulates conditioned responses evoked by appetitive CS, but less is 59 

known about how the BLA contributes to the instrumental pursuit of CS. Here we studied the influence 60 

of BLA neuron activity on both behavioural effects. Water-restricted male rats learned to associate a 61 

light-tone cue (CS) with water delivery into a port. During these Pavlovian conditioning sessions, we 62 

paired CS presentations with photo-stimulation of channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2)-expressing BLA 63 

neurons. BLA photo-stimulation potentiated CS-evoked port entries during conditioning, indicating 64 

enhanced conditioned approach and appetitive conditioning. Next, new rats received Pavlovian 65 

conditioning without photo-stimulation. These rats then received Instrumental conditioning sessions 66 

where they could press an inactive lever or an active lever that produced CS presentation, without 67 

water delivery. Rats pressed more on the active versus inactive lever, and pairing CS presentation 68 

with BLA-ChR2 photo-stimulation intensified responding for the CS. This suggests that BLA-ChR2 69 

photo-stimulation enhanced CS incentive value. In a separate experiment, rats did not reliably self-70 

administer BLA-ChR2 stimulations, suggesting that BLA neurons do not carry a primary reward signal. 71 

Lastly, intra-BLA infusions of d-amphetamine also intensified lever-pressing for the CS. The findings 72 

suggest that BLA-mediated activity facilitates CS control over behaviour by enhancing both appetitive 73 

Pavlovian conditioning and instrumental pursuit of CS. 74 

 75 

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT 76 

 77 

 Cues paired with rewards can guide animals to valuable resources such as food. Cues can 78 

also promote dysfunctional reward-seeking behaviour, as in over-eating. Reward-paired cues 79 

influence reward seeking through two major mechanisms. First, reward-paired cues evoke conditioned 80 
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anticipatory behaviours to prepare for impending rewards. Second, reward-paired cues are powerful 81 

motivators and they can evoke pursuit in their own right. Here we show that increasing neural activity 82 

in the basolateral amygdala enhances both conditioned anticipatory behaviours and pursuit of reward-83 

paired cues. The basolateral amygdala therefore facilitates cue-induced control over behaviour by 84 

both increasing anticipation of impending rewards and making reward cues more attractive.  85 

  86 

INTRODUCTION 87 

 88 

Initially neutral cues (sights, sounds or places) that predict rewards such as food and water 89 

exert powerful control over behaviour. For instance, reward-paired cues [or conditioned stimuli (CS)] 90 

can acquire incentive motivational value (Bolles, 1972; Bindra, 1978), thereby ‘goading an individual 91 

into action’ (Flagel et al., 2009). In this regard, CS can i) elicit approach and attention, allowing 92 

animals to prepare for impending rewards (Hearst and Jenkins, 1974), ii) energize ongoing reward-93 

seeking behaviours (Rescorla and Solomon, 1967), iii) trigger reinstatement of extinguished reward-94 

seeking behaviour (de Wit and Stewart, 1981), and iv) reinforce learning of new instrumental 95 

behaviours (Mackintosh, 1974; Cardinal et al., 2002). Through these effects, CS guide behaviour 96 

towards rewards necessary for survival. However, changes in the response to CS can contribute to 97 

excessive reward-seeking behaviours (as in addiction) or conversely, low levels of appetitive 98 

behaviour (as in depression).  99 

 100 

Prior studies have examined the role of the basolateral amygdala (BLA) in the capacity of CS 101 

to both evoke conditioned approach and influence instrumental behaviour. BLA lesions (Burns et al., 102 

1993) and optogenetic stimulation of BLA nucleus accumbens shell neurons (Millan et al., 2017) 103 

both attenuate CS-evoked conditioned responses. Similar effects are seen with optogenetic inhibition 104 

of either BLA neurons expressing the Ppp1r1b gene (Kim et al., 2016) or BLA nucleus accumbens 105 

core neurons (Stuber et al., 2011). The BLA is also thought to be necessary for the expression of CS-106 

controlled instrumental behaviour. Decreasing BLA function with lesions (Cador et al., 1989; Everitt et 107 
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al., 1991; Brown and Fibiger, 1993; Burns et al., 1993; White and McDonald, 1993; McDonald and 108 

Hong, 2004; McDonald et al., 2010), pharmacological agents (Grimm and See, 2000; Kantak et al., 109 

2002; McLaughlin and See, 2003; Rogers et al., 2008; Gabriele and See, 2010) or optogenetic 110 

methods (Stefanik and Kalivas, 2013) suppresses CS-controlled instrumental behaviour. However, 111 

these studies used tasks that potentially confound the motivational effects of the CS and the 112 

unconditioned stimulus (UCS), and/or neuronal manipulation methods that do not allow control of 113 

neural activity coincident with CS occurrence (e.g., lesions/pharmacological agents). 114 

 115 

In this context, key questions remain. First, how does increased BLA-mediated neuronal 116 

activity during CS presentation influence respectively, CS-evoked conditioned behaviours and the 117 

instrumental pursuit of CS? BLA neurons fire in response to CS presentations during appetitive 118 

conditioning (Tye and Janak, 2007; Ambroggi et al., 2008; Tye et al., 2008). The functional 119 

significance of this is not fully understood. Second, CS can motivate behaviour through many 120 

dissociable psychological processes (Cardinal et al., 2002), what processes might BLA-dependent 121 

activity regulate? Increased BLA activity might mediate the specific incentive value attributed to the 122 

CS. If so, then increased BLA activity should alter CS motivational properties preferentially when it is 123 

explicitly paired with CS presentations. The BLA might also arouse a general motivational state, 124 

thereby ‘setting the occasion’ to perform a CS-controlled goal-directed behaviour (Lajoie and Bindra, 125 

1976; Rescorla, 1988). If so, then increased BLA activity should alter CS incentive value, even when 126 

increased BLA activity is explicitly unpaired with CS presentations.  127 

 128 

We addressed these questions using in vivo optogenetics combined with Pavlovian and 129 

Instrumental conditioning procedures. First, we determined whether photo-stimulation of BLA neurons 130 

is intrinsically rewarding, as assessed by self-stimulation behaviour. We compared self-stimulation of 131 

BLA neurons with self-stimulation of adjacent central amygdala (CeA) neurons, as rodents will self-132 

stimulate into the CeA (Seo et al., 2016; Baumgartner et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017). Second, we 133 

determined how photo-stimulation of BLA neurons influences appetitive conditioned responses, as 134 
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assessed by CS-evoked approach behaviour that indicates expectation of the primary reward 135 

(Tolman, 1932; Hearst and Jenkins, 1974). Finally, we assessed how photo-stimulation of BLA 136 

neurons influences CS-controlled instrumental behaviour, by measuring the capacity of a CS to 137 

support the spontaneous learning of a new instrumental behaviour (Mackintosh, 1974; Robbins, 1978; 138 

Cardinal et al., 2002).  139 

 140 

METHODS 141 

 142 

Animals 143 

 144 

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories, Montreal, Canada; 200-275 g on 145 

arrival) were housed individually on a 12-h light/dark cycle (lights off at 8:30 a.m.). They were tested 146 

during the dark phase of the circadian cycle. Food and water were available ad libitum, except in 147 

Experiments 3-4, where water access was restricted to 2 h/day. This was to facilitate Pavlovian 148 

conditioning using water as the UCS (see below for details). The Université de Montréal approved all 149 

procedures involving animals and procedures followed the guidelines of the Canadian Council on 150 

Animal Care. 151 

 152 

Intra-cerebral surgery 153 

 154 

Rats weighing 325-375 g were anesthetized with isoflurane and placed on a stereotaxic 155 

apparatus. For photo-stimulation of amygdala neurons in Exps. 1-3, rats received bilateral infusions of 156 

AAV5-hSyn1-hChR2(H134R)-eYFP (provided by Dr. Karl Deisseroth; UNC Vector Core, NC, USA) 157 

into either the BLA (mm relative to Bregma: AP -2.8, ML ± 5.0; mm relative to skull surface: DV -8.4) 158 

or CeA (mm relative to Bregma: AP -2.6, ML ± 4.3; mm relative to skull surface: DV -7.9). Control rats 159 

received an optically inactive AAV-eYFP virus (AAV5-hSyn1-eYFP, UNC Vector Core). The hSyn 160 

promoter is neuron-specific and allows gene expression in both excitatory and inhibitory neurons 161 
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(Dittgen et al., 2004). Using a glass pipette (tip diameter of ~50 μm) coupled to a Nanoject II 162 

(Drummond Scientific, PA, USA), we administered 27 microinjections of 36.8 nL each (23 nL/second, 163 

at 10-second intervals; total volume of ∼1 μL/hemisphere) into each brain region. After the infusions, 164 

the glass pipette was left in place for 10 more minutes. In Exp. 4, guide cannulae (26 GA, model 165 

C315G, HRS Scientific, Montreal, Canada) were implanted 2 mm dorsal to the BLA (mm relative to 166 

Bregma: AP -2.4, ML ± 5.5; mm relative to skull surface: DV -6.6) or dorsal to the amygdala, without 167 

targeting the BLA specifically, as a neuroanatomical control (referred to as ‘Amygdala’; mm relative to 168 

Bregma: AP -2.3, ML ± 5.1; mm relative to skull surface: DV -6.2). In Exp. 1, the craniectomy was 169 

sealed with bonewax (Ethicon, NJ, USA). In Exps. 2-3, an optic fiber implant (∼300 μm core diameter, 170 

numerical aperture of 0.39; ThorLabs, NJ, USA; glued with epoxy to a ferrule, model F10061F340, 171 

Fiber Instrument Sales Inc., Oriskany, NY, USA) was implanted in each hemisphere, 0.2 mm dorsal to 172 

the virus injection site. Four to 6 stainless steel screws were then anchored to the skull, and optic fiber 173 

implants or cannulae were fixed with dental cement. Optic fiber implants were protected with a sleeve 174 

and a dummy. Guide cannulae were sealed with obturators (model C315CD, HRS Scientific). 175 

Optogenetic manipulations started at least 4 weeks following virus injection, to allow sufficient viral 176 

expression (Zhang et al., 2010). 177 

 178 

In vivo electrophysiology 179 

 180 

We used in vivo electrophysiology to confirm laser-induced action potentials in ChR2-181 

expressing neurons in the BLA and CeA. Anesthetized rats (urethane, 1.2 g/kg, i.p.) were placed 182 

inside a Faraday cage on a stereotaxic frame equipped with a body temperature controller. Optrodes 183 

were implanted above the BLA and CeA. Optrodes were constructed using an extracellular Parylene 184 

coated tungsten electrode (1 MΩ, ∼125 μm outer diameter; FHC, Bowdoin, ME, USA) glued with 185 

epoxy to an optical fiber (∼300 μm core diameter, numerical aperture of 0.39) with a ∼0.5 mm offset to 186 

ensure illumination of recorded neurons. A reference electrode (insulated silver wire, 0.25 mm 187 

diameter) was lowered into the back of the brain close to the cerebellum. The optrode and reference 188 
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electrodes were fixed with stainless steel screws anchored to the skull and bee wax. The optrode was 189 

lowered by hydraulic microdrive into the BLA or the CeA to record single action potentials elicited by 190 

laser stimulation (465 nm blue diode laser). Optrodes were linked to the laser via patch-cords built as 191 

described in Trujillo-Pisanty et al. (2015). 192 

 193 

The signal recorded from each optrode was fed into a high impedance headstage connected to 194 

a microelectrode amplifier (Model 1800, A-M Systems, WA, USA). During photo-stimulation, the low- 195 

and high-pass filters were set at 300 Hz and 5 kHz, respectively. To reduce the possibility of 196 

photoelectric artifacts, we grounded the laser head and patch-cord. Action potentials were displayed 197 

on an oscilloscope (Tektronix, Model TDS 1002, OR , USA). The signal was digitalized and stored 198 

using DataWave recording (USB 16 channels) and DataWave SciWorks Experimenter Package 199 

(DataWave Technologies, CO, USA). 200 

 201 

Pavlovian Conditioning 202 

 203 

Training and testing took place in standard operant chambers (Med Associates, VT, USA) 204 

where a fan and a house-light were on. Rats had restricted water access for at least 3 days (2 h/day). 205 

Starting on the next day, they were trained to associate a light-tone cue (see Fig. 1A; CS) with water 206 

delivery (UCS; 100 μL) into a recessed receptacle, using Pavlovian conditioning procedures. The light-207 

tone cue consisted of illumination of two discrete lights for 5 seconds, combined with the extinction of 208 

the house-light. This was immediately followed by an 1800-Hz, 85-dB tone. The tone lasted 0.18 209 

seconds and was coincident with water delivery. The CS-UCS were presented on a variable interval of 210 

60 seconds, 20 or 30 times/session. To determine the extent to which rats learned the CS-UCS 211 

contingency, we measured CS-evoked conditioned approach behaviour. To this end, we quantified the 212 

number of nose-pokes into the recessed water receptacle during each 5-second light cue presentation 213 

(conditioned stimulus response; CSR) versus during the 5-second period preceding each CS 214 
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presentation (pre-conditioned stimulus response; PCSR). We computed a CSR/PCSR ratio for each 215 

animal, on each conditioning session. 216 

 217 

Instrumental Conditioning 218 

 219 

To assess the capacity of the CS to control instrumental behaviour, we determined whether 220 

after Pavlovian CS-UCS conditioning, rats would spontaneously learn a new instrumental response 221 

(lever-pressing) to earn CS presentations, without the UCS. This procedure dissociates incentive 222 

motivation for the CS versus for the UCS, because the instrumental response is new and not 223 

previously reinforced by the UCS (Mackintosh, 1974; Robbins, 1978; Cardinal et al., 2002). First, rats 224 

were placed in the operant chambers for a lever habituation session, during which they could sample 225 

two test levers for the first time. As shown in Fig. 1B, pressing the active lever produced the CS, 226 

without water delivery, according to a random-ratio 2 (RR2) schedule. Pressing on the active lever 227 

during CS presentation or on the inactive lever had no programmed consequences but was recorded. 228 

The lever habituation session ended after 10 active lever presses or 40 minutes. To measure the 229 

incentive motivational value of the CS, rats received additional instrumental test sessions. During 230 

these sessions, conditions were the same as during the lever habituation session, except that lever 231 

presses were not limited. Sessions ended after 20 or 40 minutes. We refer to these sessions as 232 

‘operant responding for the CS’. 233 

 234 

Exp. 1: Effects of photo-stimulation on action potentials in ChR2-expressing BLA and CeA 235 

neurons in vivo 236 

 237 

 As shown in Fig. 2A, rats received either the ChR2-eYFP (n = 4) or eYFP (n = 1) virus into the 238 

BLA of one hemisphere and into the CeA of the contralateral hemisphere. At least 4 weeks later, rats 239 

were anesthetized and in vivo neuronal firing was measured following photo-stimulation [squared light 240 

pulses of 5 ms delivered at 1, 10, 20 or 40 Hz at 10 mW; based on Huff et al. (2013) and Robinson et 241 
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al. (2014)]. These are the photo-stimulation parameters used in the behavioural studies below, with 242 

frequencies ≤ 20 Hz, at which we observed excellent ChR2 fidelity. Importantly, BLA neurons also fire 243 

in vivo at frequencies ≤ 20 Hz in behavioural tasks involving reward cues (Tye and Janak, 2007; 244 

Ambroggi et al., 2008; Tye et al., 2008). 245 

 246 

Exp. 2: Effects of photo-stimulating ChR2-expressing BLA or CeA neurons on lever-pressing 247 

behaviour 248 

 249 

 If photo-stimulation of BLA neurons is intrinsically rewarding, it could reinforce lever pressing 250 

behaviour and this would confound interpretation of subsequent results. Thus, here we determined 251 

whether otherwise naïve rats would reliably lever press for photo-stimulation of BLA. We also 252 

evaluated self-stimulation of CeA neurons, as photo-stimulation of CeA ChR2 has been reported to 253 

sustain self-stimulation (Seo et al., 2016; Baumgartner et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017). As shown in Fig. 254 

3A, rats received bilateral injections of the ChR2-eYFP or eYFP virus into the BLA or CeA. 255 

Experimental rats were ChR2-eYFP rats (n = 5/subregion) allowed to lever press for photo-stimulation. 256 

Control rats included i) rats expressing ChR2-eYFP in the BLA (n = 3) or CeA (n = 2) that could lever 257 

press but this did not produce photo-stimulation, and ii) rats expressing eYFP in the BLA (n = 3) or 258 

CeA (n = 2) and allowed to lever press for photo-stimulations. Throughout the study, lever-pressing 259 

behaviour was similar across control groups. Thus, they were pooled together for final analysis (n = 260 

10). Photo-stimulation was bilateral except where noted otherwise. 261 

 262 

As shown in Fig 3A, the rats were allowed to press a lever to obtain a 5.18-second laser 263 

stimulation (20 Hz frequency, unless stated otherwise) paired with a 5.18-second presentation of the 264 

light-tone stimulus described above. Importantly, rats were previously naïve to the light-tone stimulus, 265 

such that this stimulus had not previously been paired with water or any other outcome in these rats. 266 

During all sessions, active lever presses during photo-stimulation and inactive lever presses had no 267 

programmed consequences, but both were recorded. Daily sessions ended after self-administration of 268 
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30 stimulations or 30 minutes, unless stated otherwise. First, for at least 2 sessions (1 session/day), 269 

pressing the active lever produced photo-stimulation under a fixed-ratio of 1 (FR1) schedule of 270 

reinforcement. The rats were then tested under RR2 and RR4 schedules, with 2 sessions/schedule. 271 

Then, rats were given 2 sessions where photo-stimulation was available under a progressive ratio 5 272 

schedule of reinforcement (PR5). During these sessions, the number of active lever presses required 273 

to earn each successive photo-stimulation increased by a factor of 5, and sessions ended after 30 274 

stimulations or 30 minutes (Rossi et al., 2013). Extinction responding was then evaluated during two 275 

40-minutes sessions, based on Ilango et al. (2014). During minutes 0 to 5 and 20 to 25 of the 276 

extinction sessions, lever pressing was reinforced with photo-stimulation under RR2. For the 277 

remaining minutes of each session, lever pressing produced the light-tone stimulus, without photo-278 

stimulation. At the 20-minute mark, a single, non-contingent photo-stimulation combined with the tone-279 

light cue indicated that photo-stimulation was available once again. Next, we assessed the influence of 280 

laser stimulation frequency on lever pressing behaviour during 3 sessions (5, 10 and 20 Hz, one 281 

frequency/session/day, counterbalanced). We then assessed reversal learning for 2 sessions during 282 

which the active and inactive levers were switched. If photo-stimulation of BLA or CeA neurons is 283 

reinforcing, then ChR2-BLA rats and ChR2-CeA rats should stop responding on the newly non-284 

reinforced lever, and increase responding on the newly reinforced lever. Lastly, the rats were given a 285 

final test session to determine whether unilateral photo-stimulations are sufficient to reinforce lever-286 

pressing behaviour. The stimulated hemisphere was counterbalanced within each group. After the 287 

extinction sessions, one rat in the BLA-ChR2 group was excluded from subsequent testing because of 288 

increasing aggressive behavior. 289 

 290 

In this and subsequent experiments, the experimenter observed each rat during testing. Some 291 

rats experienced seizures with repeated photo-stimulation of ChR2-containing BLA neurons (rats in 292 

the other groups did not show seizure activity). This is consistent with the amygdala kindling model of 293 

epilepsy and neuronal plasticity (Goddard et al., 1969; McNamara et al., 1980; Fisher, 1989). Rats that 294 
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experienced seizures were eliminated from final data analyses (Exp. 2, n = 0; Exp. 3a, n = 3; Exp. 3b, 295 

n = 1), except for one rat in Exp. 3a (see below). 296 

 297 

Exp. 3a: Effects of photo-stimulating ChR2-expressing BLA neurons during Pavlovian CS-UCS 298 

conditioning on CS-evoked conditioned approach 299 

 300 

Exp. 2 showed that rats reliably lever pressed for photo-stimulation of CeA but not BLA 301 

neurons. Thus, we pursued the following experiments with BLA manipulations only, as the reinforcing 302 

effects of CeA photo-stimulation could confound data interpretation. We first determined whether 303 

photo-stimulation of BLA neurons during Pavlovian conditioning changes CS-evoked conditioned 304 

approach behaviour, as measured by the CSR/PCSR ratio described above. As shown in Fig. 4A, a 305 

new cohort of rats was prepared for optogenetic manipulations in the BLA as described above. The 306 

rats then received Pavlovian conditioning under one of the following 3 conditions: 1) ‘No Laser’, where 307 

the CS was presented alone (ChR2 = 11, eYFP = 5), 2) ‘Paired laser’, where photo-stimulation was 308 

paired with each CS presentation (ChR2, n = 3; eYFP, n = 3), and 3) ‘Unpaired laser’, where photo-309 

stimulation and CS presentation were explicitly unpaired, by administering laser stimulation half-way 310 

between each CS-UCS presentation (ChR2 = 3). The ‘Unpaired laser’ group served to determine 311 

whether increased BLA neuronal activity had to coincide with CS presentation to influence CS-evoked 312 

conditioned approach. If so, then CSR/PCSR ratios in the ‘Unpaired laser’ group should be similar to 313 

those in the ’ChR2-No Laser’ or eYFP rats. One Unpaired-ChR2 rat had a seizure on session 9. 314 

Therefore, the effects of BLA photo-stimulation on CSR/PCSR ratios were analysed on sessions 1-8, 315 

with this rat included. There were no behavioural differences between ChR2-No laser, eYFP-Paired 316 

laser and eYFP-No laser rats under any test condition, and they were pooled into one group (controls, 317 

n = 19). 318 

  319 

Exp. 3b: Effects of photo-stimulating ChR2-expressing BLA neurons during operant 320 

responding for a CS 321 
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 322 

Rats naïve to laser stimulation (control rats from Exp. 3a, including 7 eYFP rats, and 8 ChR2 323 

rats) received sessions where they could lever press for presentations of the CS, with or without CS-324 

paired BLA photo-stimulation (0, 5, 10 or 20 Hz, one frequency/session, counterbalanced), as shown 325 

in Fig. 5A. We then determined whether photo-stimulation of BLA neurons must be explicitly paired 326 

with CS presentations to alter operant responding for the CS. If so, then explicitly unpairing photo-327 

stimulation and CS presentation during operant responding for the CS should have no or reduced 328 

effects on lever-pressing for that CS, compared to effects seen when photo-stimulation and CS 329 

presentation are paired. To address this, all rats were given an operant responding session during 330 

which photo-stimulation was explicitly unpaired with CS presentation (photo-stimulation applied 3 331 

seconds after each CS presentation). 332 

 333 

Exp. 4: Effects of intra-amygdala d-amphetamine infusions on the incentive motivational 334 

effects of a CS 335 

 336 

Exp. 3b showed that photo-stimulation of BLA neurons potentiates operant responding for a 337 

CS, suggesting that changes in BLA neuron activity influences the incentive motivational effects of the 338 

CS. Here we sought to extend these findings by using a pharmacological approach to influence BLA 339 

neuron activity. Thus, we determined whether injecting d-amphetamine into the BLA (n = 20) also 340 

changes operant responding for a CS. We also determined if, within the amygdala, effects of d-341 

amphetamine on CS incentive properties are specific to the BLA. To this end, we assessed the effects 342 

of infusing d-amphetamine into the amygdala, but without targeting the BLA specifically (n = 15). We 343 

predicted that d-amphetamine infused specifically into the BLA would enhance operant responding for 344 

a CS, based on work showing that intra-BLA infusions of d-amphetamine increase cue-induced 345 

reinstatement of extinguished cocaine seeking (Ledford et al., 2003). As shown in Fig. 7A, following 346 

Pavlovian CS-UCS conditioning, intra-cerebral cannulae were implanted bilaterally. The rats were then 347 

given at least 2 weeks to recover. Rats then received a reminder Pavlovian conditioning session. Right 348 
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after this session, rats received intra-cerebral saline infusions to habituate them to the infusion 349 

procedure. No behavior was recorded. On the next day, rats received a lever habituation session. 350 

Starting on the next day, rats received intra-cerebral saline or d-amphetamine (10 or 30 351 

μg/hemisphere; Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK; 1 injection/day, given every other day) and they were then 352 

allowed to lever press for the CS during a 40-minute test session. This session length was chosen 353 

based on our previous work with intra-nucleus accumbens d-amphetamine injections (El Hage et al., 354 

2015). Each rat received a maximum of 3 intra-cerebral injections to minimize tissue damage. This 355 

included 1) a saline microinjection for habituation, 2) a saline microinjection prior to testing, and 3) a d-356 

amphetamine microinjection (10 or 30 μg/hemisphere) prior to testing (10 μg/hemisphere: n = 11 in 357 

BLA group, n = 7 in Amygdala group; 30 μg/hemisphere: n = 9 in BLA group, n = 8 in Amygdala 358 

group). Therefore, each rat received only one d-amphetamine microinjection. For intracerebral 359 

injections, injectors (33 GA, model C315I, HRS Scientific) were inserted to extend 2 mm beyond the 360 

cannulae. Microinjections were given in a volume of 0.5 μL/hemisphere and were infused over 1 361 

minute using a microsyringe pump (HARVARD PHD, 2000: HARVARD Apparatus, Saint-Laurent, 362 

Canada). Injectors were left in place for an additional minute after the infusion. 363 

 364 

Histology 365 

 366 

 In Exps. 2-3, rats were anesthetized with urethane (1.2 g/kg, i.p.) and were transcardially 367 

perfused with phosphate buffered saline and 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains were then extracted and 368 

kept at room temperature for 1 week in a 30% sucrose/4% paraformaldehyde solution, and then 369 

stored at -80 °C. In Exp. 4, rats were anesthetized with isoflurane (5 %), brains were extracted and 370 

stored at -20 °C. Forty μm-thick coronal slices were cut in a cryostat and optic fiber or injector 371 

placement was estimated using the Paxinos and Watson atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 1986). 372 

 373 

Statistics 374 

 375 
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 In Exp. 2, mixed-model ANOVA was used to analyse group differences in self-administered 376 

photo-stimulations and lever pressing behaviour (Group × Session; ‘Session’ as a within-subjects 377 

variable; Group x Time; ‘Time’ as a within-subjects variable; Group x Laser Frequency; ‘Frequency’ as 378 

a within-subjects variable). One-way ANOVA was used to analyse group differences in both active 379 

lever presses during the PR5 session and the number of self-administered unilateral stimulations. In 380 

Exp. 3a, mixed-model ANOVA was used to analyse group differences in average CSR/PCSR ratios 381 

(Group × Session; ‘Session’ as a within-subjects variable). In Exp. 3b, mixed-model ANOVA was used 382 

to analyse group differences in lever pressing for the CS (Group × Session or Lever Type; ‘Session’ 383 

and ‘Lever Type’ as within-subjects variables). In Exp. 4, one-way ANOVA was used to analyse 384 

CSR/PCSR ratios across sessions. The effects of d-amphetamine on lever pressing were analysed 385 

using mixed-model ANOVA (Dose × Lever Type; ‘Lever Type’ as a within-subjects variable). When an 386 

interaction and/or main effects were significant (p < 0.05), effects were analysed further using 387 

Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons’ tests. Values in figures are mean ± SEM.  388 

 389 

RESULTS 390 

 391 

Exp. 1: Effects of photo-stimulation on action potentials in ChR2-expressing BLA and CeA 392 

neurons in vivo 393 

 394 

Figs. 2B-C show ChR2-eYFP expression in the BLA and CeA. As seen in Figs. 2D-E, photo-395 

stimulation of BLA or CeA neurons induced action potentials on average 100 % of the time at 1, 10 396 

and 20 Hz stimulation frequencies. However, at 40 Hz, spike fidelity decreased, and photo-stimulation 397 

produced action potentials only ~45 % of the time. In line with these observations, Figs. 2F-G show 398 

that the frequencies of neuron firing and photo-stimulation were closely matched at laser frequencies ≤ 399 

20 Hz. However, at a stimulation frequency of 40 Hz, BLA and CeA neurons fired only at ~18 Hz. This 400 

loss of fidelity is in accordance with the kinetic properties of ChR2(H134R), the ChR2 mutant used 401 

here. Indeed, when 5-ms pulses are given at a 40-Hz stimulation frequency, pulses are spaced by 20 402 
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ms, and this is shorter than the combined opening (~3 ms) and closing (~18 ms) rates of 403 

ChR2(H134R) (Lin et al., 2009). Importantly, laser application produced action potentials in ChR2-404 

expressing BLA or CeA neurons (Fig. 2H), but not in eYFP-expressing BLA or CeA neurons (Fig. 2I). 405 

Thus, photo-stimulation reliably induced action potentials only in ChR2-expressing BLA or CeA 406 

neurons, and spike fidelity was excellent at laser frequencies ≤ 20 Hz. Thus, we used frequencies ≤ 20 407 

Hz in the following studies. 408 

 409 

Exp. 2: Effects of photo-stimulation of BLA or CeA ChR2-expressing neurons on lever-pressing 410 

behaviour 411 

 412 

Here, we determined whether rats would reliably press on a lever for photo-stimulation of 413 

ChR2-expressing BLA or CeA neurons (Fig. 3A). Pressing on the active lever produced photo-414 

stimulation paired with a light-tone cue, under FR1, RR2 and RR4 schedules of reinforcement (1 415 

schedule/session). Pressing on the inactive lever had no programmed consequences.  416 

 417 

Laser self-stimulation. Fig. 3B shows estimated optic fiber placements in the CeA and BLA. 418 

Fig. 3C shows that across different reinforcement schedules, CeA-ChR2 rats self-administered more 419 

laser stimulations than control rats (main effect of Group, F(2, 17) = 5.5, p = 0.014; CeA-ChR2 versus 420 

control rats, F(1, 13) = 7.5, p = 0.017). Accordingly, as seen in Fig. 3D, CeA-ChR2 rats also pressed 421 

more on the active lever than control rats (main effect of Group, F(2, 17) = 5.53, p = 0.014; CeA-ChR2 422 

versus control rats, F(1, 13) = 7.42, p = 0.017). In contrast, BLA-ChR2 and control rats earned a 423 

similar number of photo-stimulations and pressed a similar number of times on the active lever (Figs. 424 

3C-D; all P’s > 0.05). Presses on the inactive lever did not differ between groups (Fig. 3E; p > 0.05), 425 

suggesting that photo-stimulation of either BLA or CeA neurons did not produce nonspecific motor 426 

effects. Fig. 3F shows the number of active lever presses for photo-stimulation under a PR5 schedule 427 

of reinforcement. Under this schedule, CeA-ChR2 rats pressed more on the active lever relative to 428 

BLA-ChR2 or control rats (main effect of Group, F(2, 17) = 3.77, p = 0.007; CeA-ChR2 > controls, p = 429 
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0.014; CeA-ChR2 > BLA-ChR2, p = 0.013). BLA-ChR2 rats and controls were not different (p > 0.05). 430 

Thus, across a range of schedules of reinforcement, rats self-administered cued photo-stimulations of 431 

CeA neurons, but not BLA neurons. The findings suggest that photo-stimulation of CeA, but not BLA 432 

neurons is reinforcing. 433 

 434 

 Extinction responding. We assessed lever-pressing behaviour under extinction conditions 435 

during a 40-minute session where photo-stimulation was only available from minutes 0-5 and 20-25, 436 

under a RR2 schedule. As shown in Fig. 3G (top panel), BLA-ChR2 rats did not differ from controls 437 

during this session (all P’s > 0.05). Presses on the inactive lever also did not differ between groups 438 

(Fig. 3G, bottom panel; p > 0.05). However, Fig. 3G (top panel) also shows that when photo-439 

stimulation was available in the first 5 minutes of the session, CeA-ChR2 rats pressed more on the 440 

active lever relative to controls and BLA-ChR2 rats (Group × Time interaction, F(14, 119) = 4.14, p < 441 

0.0001; main effect of Group, F(2, 17) = 7.69, p = 0.004; CeA-ChR2 versus control rats, F(1, 13) = 442 

10.3, p = 0.007; minutes 0-5, CeA-ChR2 > controls, p < 0.0001; CeA-ChR2 versus BLA-ChR2, F(1, 8) 443 

= 5.11, p = 0.054; post-hoc comparisons on minutes 0-5, CeA-ChR2 > BLA-ChR2, p = 0.0001. No 444 

other comparisons were significant). CeA-ChR2 rats also extinguished their lever-pressing behaviour 445 

during the extinction session (Fig. 3G, top panel; main effect of Time, F(7, 119) = 6.12, p < 0.0001; 446 

minutes 0-5 vs. each subsequent 5-minute block, all P’s < 0.0001). Thus, only CeA-ChR2 rats lever-447 

pressed for photo-stimulation when it was available, and decreased responding when it was not. In 448 

contrast, BLA-ChR2 rats and control rats lever-pressed very little, regardless of photo-stimulation 449 

availability.  450 

 451 

Self-stimulation as a function of laser stimulation frequency. Fig. 3H shows the influence of 452 

stimulation frequency (5, 10 and 20 Hz) on self-administration of photo-stimulations. Sessions stopped 453 

after 30 stimulations or 30 minutes. As a measure of the rate of responding, we analysed the number 454 

of photo-stimulations earned per minute. Relative to control rats, CeA-ChR2 rats earned more photo-455 

stimulations/minute at 10 and 20 Hz (Fig. 3H; Frequency × Group interaction, F(4, 32) = 4.08; p = 456 
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0.009; main effect of Group, F(2, 16) = 5.76, p = 0.013; CeA-ChR2 rats versus controls, F(1, 13) = 457 

10.67, p = 0.006; CeA-ChR2 > controls at 10 Hz, p = 0.046, at 20 Hz, p < 0.0001). CeA-ChR2 rats 458 

also earned more photo-stimulations/minute as stimulation frequency was increased (Fig. 3H; main 459 

effect of Frequency, F(2, 32) = 9.31, p = 0.0006; CeA-ChR2 rats, 10 > 5 Hz, p = 0.019, 20 > 5 Hz, p < 460 

0.0001). BLA-ChR2 rats earned more photo-stimulations/minute relative to controls only at the highest 461 

frequency tested (main effect of Group, F(1, 12) = 6.18, p = 0.029; BLA-ChR2 > controls, at 20 Hz, p = 462 

0.013). No other comparisons were statistically significant. Thus, compared to control rats, BLA-ChR2 463 

rats earned more photo-stimulations/minute at 20 Hz, whereas CeA-ChR2 rats earned more photo-464 

stimulations/minute at both 10 and 20 Hz. Furthermore, only CeA-ChR2 rats increased their self-465 

stimulation behaviour with increasing laser frequency.  466 

 467 

 Reversal learning. Here we determined whether photo-stimulation of CeA or BLA neurons 468 

supports reversal learning. Fig. 3I shows pressing on a lever that produced laser stimulation on 469 

session ‘-1’, but not on subsequent sessions. Fig. 3J shows pressing on a lever that did not produce 470 

laser stimulation on session ‘-1’, but did so on subsequent sessions. As seen in Fig. 3I, CeA-ChR2 but 471 

not BLA-ChR2 rats pressed more on the reinforced lever relative to control rats (Group × Session 472 

interaction, F(4, 32) = 5.46, p = 0.002; main effect of Group, F(2, 16) = 10.05, p = 0.002; CeA-ChR2 473 

versus controls, F(1, 13) = 19.47, p = 0.0007; CeA-ChR2 > controls on session ‘-1’, p < 0.0001). CeA-474 

ChR2 rats also pressed significantly less on this lever after reversal versus before (main effect of 475 

Session, F(2, 32) = 11.98, p = 0.0001; CeA-ChR2 rats, session -1 > session 1, p = 0.0002, session -1 476 

> session 2, p < 0.0001). As seen in Fig. 3J, after lever reversal, CeA-ChR2 but not BLA-ChR2 rats 477 

pressed more on the newly reinforced lever relative to controls (Group × Session interaction, F(4, 32) 478 

= 5.94, p = 0.001; main effect of Group, F(2, 16) = 8.59, p = 0.003; CeA-ChR2 rats > controls, session 479 

1, p = 0.033, session 2, p < 0.0001). CeA-ChR2 rats also pressed more on this lever after reversal 480 

versus before (main effect of Session, F(2, 32) = 11.84, p = 0.0001; CeA-ChR2 rats, session -1 > 481 

session 1, p = 0.035, session -1 > session 2, p < 0.0001). In summary, photo-stimulation of CeA 482 
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neurons both reliably reinforced lever-pressing behaviour and supported reversal learning, whereas 483 

photo-stimulation of BLA neurons supported neither response.  484 

 485 

 Unilateral laser stimulation. Lastly, we determined whether unilateral photo-stimulation of CeA 486 

or BLA neurons was reinforcing. Fig. 3K shows that CeA-ChR2 but not BLA-ChR2 rats earned more 487 

unilateral laser stimulations relative to controls (main effect of Group, F(2, 16) = 6.24, p = 0.01; CeA-488 

ChR2 > controls, p = 0.009). Therefore, unilateral stimulation of CeA, but not BLA neurons sustains 489 

self-stimulation. 490 

 491 

In summary, across different schedules of reinforcement, operant testing conditions and photo-492 

stimulation parameters, rats did not reliably self-administer photo-stimulation of BLA neurons. In 493 

contrast, rats reliably self-administered photo-stimulation of CeA neurons, indicating that it is 494 

reinforcing. These findings show that photo-stimulation of BLA versus CeA neurons has dissociable 495 

effects, and that CeA but not BLA neurons carry a primary reward signal.  496 

 497 

Exp. 3a: Effects of photo-stimulating ChR2-expressing BLA neurons during Pavlovian CS-UCS 498 

conditioning on CS-evoked conditioned approach  499 

 500 

 Fig. 4B shows estimated optic fiber placements in the BLA. We first determined the effects of 501 

BLA photo-stimulation on CS-evoked conditioned approach behaviour (Fig. 4A). This was assessed 502 

by analysing the ratio of nose-pokes into the water receptacle during each 5-second light cue 503 

presentation (a conditioned stimulus response, or CSR), versus during the 5-second period preceding 504 

each CS presentation (pre-conditioned stimulus response, or PCSR). Fig. 4C shows the effects of 505 

photo-stimulation of ChR2-expressing BLA neurons on the CSR/PCSR ratio over Pavlovian 506 

conditioning sessions. Average CSR/PCSR ratios progressively increased over sessions in all groups, 507 

indicating that rats learned the CS-UCS contingency (Fig. 4C; main effect of Session F(3, 66) = 20.12, 508 

p < 0.0001). Pairing photo-stimulation of BLA neurons with CS presentations (‘ChR2-Paired laser’ 509 
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group) potentiated conditioned approach behaviour relative to all other conditions (Fig. 4C; Group × 510 

Session interaction, F(6, 66) = 8.31, p < 0.0001; main effect of Group, F(2, 22) = 21.81, p < 0.0001; 511 

ChR2 Paired laser > Controls, session block 2, p = 0.025, session block 3, p < 0.0001, session block 512 

4, p < 0.0001; ChR2 Paired laser > ChR2 Unpaired laser, session block 3, p < 0.0001, session block 513 

4, p = 0.0004). No other comparisons were significant. Thus, photo-stimulation of BLA neurons 514 

potentiated CS-evoked conditioned approach behaviour over time, but only if photo-stimulation was 515 

explicitly paired with CS presentation.  516 

 517 

Exp. 3b: Effects of photo-stimulating ChR2-expressing BLA neurons during operant 518 

responding for a CS 519 

 520 

Here, we sought to determine whether BLA photo-stimulation would potentiate instrumental 521 

pursuit of the CS. To this end, we used rats from Exp. 3a that had undergone Pavlovian CS-UCS 522 

conditioning without laser stimulation. These are rats with ChR2-expressing BLA neurons that had not 523 

received laser photo-stimulation, and rats with eYFP-expressing BLA neurons. We determined in 524 

these rats whether BLA photo-stimulation during operant responding for the CS enhances responding 525 

for that CS (Fig. 5A). Fig. 5B shows presses on an active lever that produced CS presentation and on 526 

an inactive lever, during a session where rats did not receive laser stimulation. Across groups, rats 527 

pressed more on the active versus inactive lever (main effect of Lever Type, F(1, 13) = 13.86, p = 528 

0.003). This indicates that the CS acquired incentive properties. There was neither a main effect of 529 

Group nor a Group × Lever Type interaction effect (all P’s > 0.05). Thus, without laser stimulation, 530 

ChR2 and eYFP rats show similar incentive motivation for the CS.  531 

 532 

Fig. 5C shows presses on the active and inactive levers when CS presentations were paired 533 

with BLA photo-stimulation at different laser frequencies (5, 10 or 20 Hz). Fig. 5C shows that both 534 

ChR2 and eYFP rats pressed more on the active versus inactive lever (main effect of Lever Type, F(1, 535 

26) = 18.3, p = 0.001; eYFP rats, F(1, 12) = 6.31, p = 0.027; ChR2 rats, F(1, 14) = 12.19, p = 0.004). 536 
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Thus, both groups showed incentive motivation for the CS under these conditions. In addition, ChR2 537 

rats pressed more on the active lever than did eYFP rats (Fig. 5C; main effect of Group, F(1, 13) = 538 

5.39, p = 0.04. No other comparisons were significant). This suggests that photo-stimulation of BLA 539 

neurons potentiates the expression of incentive motivation for the CS. Fig. 5D shows lever-pressing 540 

behaviour when pressing the active lever produced the CS and photo-stimulation 3 seconds later, 541 

such that the CS and photo-stimulation were unpaired. Only ChR2 rats pressed more on the active 542 

versus inactive lever (Fig. 5D; Group × Lever Type interaction, F(1, 13) = 5.79, p = 0.032; main effect 543 

of Lever Type, F(1, 13) = 20.13, p = 0.0006; ChR2 rats, active > inactive lever, p = 0.0004). However, 544 

ChR2 rats did not press more on the active lever than eYFP rats (p > 0.05). No other comparisons 545 

were significant. Lastly, BLA photo-stimulation, when it was either paired or unpaired with CS 546 

presentation, did not influence nose pokes into the water receptacle (data not shown, all P’s > 0.05). 547 

This suggests that BLA photo-stimulation did not increase the urge to consume the associated water 548 

UCS. Taken together, these results show that photo-stimulation of BLA neurons during operant 549 

responding for the CS potentiated incentive motivation for that CS, and that this effect was strongest 550 

when photo-stimulation was explicitly paired with each CS presentation. 551 

 552 

Together, the results of Exp. 2 and 3b indicate that BLA photo-stimulation increases 553 

instrumental pursuit of a discrete stimulus, if and only if that stimulus reliably predicts a primary reward 554 

(water). That is, BLA photo-stimulation selectively potentiates the pursuit of environmental stimuli that 555 

possess conditioned incentive properties. Fig. 6 highlights this effect. It shows reinforcements earned 556 

by individual rats lever pressing for presentations of a light-tone stimulus not previously associated 557 

with a reward (Figs. 6A-B; rats from Exp. 2) or a light-tone stimulus previously associated with a water 558 

reward (Figs. 6C-D; rats from Exp. 3b). When the light-tone stimulus had no relationship with a 559 

primary reward, BLA photo-stimulation did not significantly change the number of stimulus 560 

presentations earned (Figs. 6A-B). After the light-tone stimulus had been paired with water, control 561 

rats pursued this CS more avidly (compare Figs. 6A and C), and BLA photo-stimulation potentiated 562 

this effect (compare Figs. 6C and D). 563 
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 564 

Additionally, photo-stimulation of BLA neurons increased both CS-evoked conditioned 565 

approach (Fig. 4C; Exp. 3a) and operant responding for the CS (Fig. 5C; Exp. 3b). These two CS 566 

effects rely on common but also partially dissociable neurobiological and psychological processes 567 

(Flagel et al., 2011; Tabbara et al., 2016). In agreement, in the control rats represented in Fig. 4C, 568 

there was no significant correlation between average CSR/PCSR ratios over the last 4 days of 569 

Pavlovian conditioning and active lever presses during a subsequent instrumental conditioning 570 

session (without laser; data not shown; r2 = 0.002, p = 0.85). 571 

 572 

Exp. 4: Effects of intra-amygdala d-amphetamine infusions on the incentive motivational 573 

effects of a CS 574 

 575 

 After CS-UCS Pavlovian conditioning, rats were given instrumental responding tests where 576 

they could lever-press for the CS (Fig. 7A). Immediately prior to these tests, rats received bilateral 577 

infusions of d-amphetamine (0, 10 or 30 μg/hemisphere) into the BLA or into the amygdala without 578 

targeting the BLA specifically. Fig. 7B shows estimated location of injector tips when both cannulae 579 

were specifically in the BLA (top) or simply in the amygdala, but without targeting the BLA exclusively 580 

(bottom). The rats learned the CS-UCS contingency, as indicated by a progressive increase in 581 

CSR/PCSR ratio (Fig. 7C; main effect of Session, F(4, 76) = 11.12, p < 0.0001; Fig. 7F; main effect of 582 

Session, F(4, 56) = 5.04, p = 0.002). Figs. 7D-E-G-H show that rats in both experimental groups 583 

pressed more on the active versus inactive lever (Figs. 7D-E; Dose × Lever Type interaction, F(2, 37) 584 

= 5.31, p = 0.009; main effect of Lever Type, F(1, 37) = 142.4; p < 0.0001; Figs. 7G-H; main effect of 585 

Lever Type, F(1, 27) = 25.61, p < 0.0001). Thus, all rats spontaneously learned a new operant 586 

response to produce the CS, indicating that the CS acquired incentive value. D-amphetamine 587 

influenced active lever pressing only when infused specifically into the BLA, such that active lever 588 

pressing was greatest at 30 μg/hemisphere d-amphetamine (Fig. 7D; main effect of Dose, F(2, 37) = 589 

4.5, p = 0.018; 30 vs 0 μg, p = 0.0002; 30 vs 10 μg, p = 0.027). In contrast, d-amphetamine did not 590 
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alter lever-pressing behaviour in rats that received infusions into the amygdala, without specifically 591 

targeting the BLA (Figs. 7G-H; all P's > 0.05). No other comparisons were statistically significant. 592 

Lastly, neither intra-BLA nor intra-amygdala d-amphetamine altered the number of nose pokes into the 593 

water receptacle (data not shown, all P’s > 0.05). This suggests that d-amphetamine infusions into the 594 

amygdala did not increase the urge to consume the associated water UCS. Thus, the findings show 595 

that intra-BLA d-amphetamine intensified incentive motivation for the CS. 596 

 597 

DISCUSSION 598 

 599 

 We evaluated the contributions of the BLA to appetitive Pavlovian conditioning and to the 600 

instrumental pursuit of a reward-predictive CS. First, photo-stimulation of BLA neurons was not 601 

intrinsically reinforcing, whereas photo-stimulation of neurons in the adjacent CeA was. Second, 602 

photo-stimulation of BLA neurons during Pavlovian CS-UCS conditioning enhanced CS-evoked 603 

conditioned approach, indicating potentiated anticipation of the primary reward. Third, photo-604 

stimulation of BLA neurons potentiated operant responding for the CS, suggesting enhanced CS 605 

incentive value. Finally, intra-BLA infusions of d-amphetamine also augmented operant responding for 606 

the CS, suggesting that a local increase in monoamine neurotransmission is also involved in 607 

enhanced conditioned incentive motivation. Thus, increased neuronal activity within the BLA facilitates 608 

cue-controlled behaviour by both increasing cue-induced anticipation of impending rewards and 609 

making reward cues more attractive.  610 

 611 

Photo-stimulation of CeA, but not BLA neurons is reinforcing 612 

 613 

Rats reliably lever pressed for photo-stimulation of CeA, but not BLA neurons, suggesting that 614 

CeA neurons carry a primary reward signal. Our findings agree with earlier work showing that 615 

electrical stimulation of CeA cells is reinforcing (Prado-Alcala and Wise, 1984; Kane et al., 1991). CeA 616 

neurons are mostly GABAergic, but they express different neuropeptides and have different 617 
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anatomical connections. More recent studies show that stimulation of specific neuronal populations in 618 

the CeA can also be reinforcing. This includes CeA neurons expressing corticotropin-releasing 619 

hormone, somatostatin, neurotensin and/or tachykinin 2 (Baumgartner et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017), 620 

and CeA medial prefrontal cortex neurons (Seo et al., 2016). In contrast, using photo-stimulation of 621 

CeA neurons without regards to cell subtype as done here, Berridge and colleagues report that CeA 622 

photo-stimulation is not reinforcing (Robinson et al., 2014; Warlow et al., 2017). This could involve the 623 

CeA subregion where photo-stimulation was applied. Berridge and colleagues (Robinson et al., 2014; 624 

Warlow et al., 2017) implanted optic fibers in the posterior CeA, whereas we implanted in the anterior 625 

CeA. Our rats did not reliably self-administer photo-stimulation of BLA neurons. Rats will electrically 626 

self-stimulate some BLA subregions (Prado-Alcala and Wise, 1984; Kane et al., 1991), and studies 627 

using optogenetic methods suggest that self-stimulation depends on the BLA circuit targeted. For 628 

instance, photo-stimulation of BLA nucleus accumbens terminals is reinforcing (Stuber et al., 2011; 629 

Britt et al., 2012; Namburi et al., 2015), but photo-stimulation of BLA medial CeA terminals produces 630 

avoidance (Namburi et al., 2015). The absence of BLA self-stimulation here could involve the hSyn 631 

promoter we used. It confers neuron-specific transgene expression, but it does not target neuron 632 

subtypes. 633 

 634 

Via distinct cell types and connections, amygdala nuclei and subregions exert many functions, 635 

including both appetitive and defensive behaviours (Gallagher and Chiba, 1996). Future studies will be 636 

important to examine roles of specific CeA and BLA neuron subtypes and projections in appetitive 637 

behaviour. As this research unfolds, our results support the idea that while the BLA and CeA are 638 

connected and can play similar roles in motivational processes (Wassum et al., 2011), they also have 639 

distinct appetitive functions (Corbit and Balleine, 2005; Robinson et al., 2014; Warlow et al., 2017).  640 

 641 

Photo-stimulation of BLA neurons during CS-UCS conditioning enhances CS-evoked 642 

conditioned approach 643 

 644 
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During Pavlovian conditioning, we paired photo-stimulation of BLA neurons with CS 645 

presentation. This potentiated CS-evoked conditioned approach, as shown by more CS-triggered 646 

visits to the water dish. This suggests enhanced anticipation of the CS-associated water reward. 647 

Explicitly unpairing BLA stimulation and CS presentation did not influence CS-evoked conditioned 648 

approach. Thus, increasing BLA neuron activity when a CS is presented amplifies associative CS-649 

UCS learning. Increased CS-triggered visits to the water dish could suggest that BLA photo-650 

stimulation enhances the appetitive value of water. This is possible, but unlikely, because BLA lesions 651 

do not alter water consumption (Cador et al., 1989). Instead, enhanced CS-evoked conditioned 652 

approach likely involves changes in how BLA neurons represent the CS and/or how they encode the 653 

CS-UCS association. CS-triggered conditioned approach behaviours can reflect both the predictive 654 

and incentive effects of CS. BLA stimulation could increase CS-triggered visits to the water dish by 655 

enhancing either or both effects. For instance, rats might visit the water dish during CS presentation 656 

because the CS is evoking an incentive urge to drink the associated water (Weingarten, 1983). If so, 657 

then BLA photo-stimulation during the CS could increase visits to the water dish by enhancing this 658 

conditioned incentive urge [see for example Holland et al. (2002)]. Similarly, the water dish is also a 659 

CS in our experiments, less predictive than the light-tone CS, but more proximal to the water UCS. As 660 

such, BLA photo-stimulation could have increased water dish visits by enhancing the incentive value 661 

of the dish. We do not believe this is the case, because BLA photo-stimulation increased the number 662 

of water dish visits only when this stimulation was explicitly paired with the light-tone CS.  663 

 664 

Photo-stimulation of BLA neurons or d-amphetamine infusion into the BLA enhances CS 665 

incentive value  666 

 667 

Once the CS had been imbued with incentive value through prior association with an appetitive 668 

UCS, BLA photo-stimulation amplified the expression of this incentive motivation (as measured by 669 

lever-pressing reinforced by the CS alone). Infusing d-amphetamine into the BLA had the same effect, 670 

suggesting that increases in monoamine-mediated neurotransmission in the BLA are involved 671 
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(Ledford et al., 2003; Bernardi et al., 2009; Gremel and Cunningham, 2009; Lintas et al., 2011). This 672 

extends lesion studies showing that the BLA is necessary for operant responding reinforced by a CS 673 

(Cador et al., 1989; Burns et al., 1993). BLA photostimulation or d-amphetamine infusions into the 674 

BLA could have enhanced instrumental responding for the CS by potentiating the appetitive value of 675 

the associated water reward. This is unlikely, because neither manipulation influenced the number of 676 

water dish visits during instrumental tests. In addition, the increased lever pressing during tests of 677 

instrumental responding for the CS likely does not involve any intrinsically reinforcing effects of BLA 678 

photo-stimulation. Indeed, our BLA photo-stimulation parameters did not reliably support self-679 

stimulation behaviour. Instead, the BLA stores information about CS value, which is then used to 680 

guide behaviour (Cardinal et al., 2002). As such, stimulation of BLA neurons could enhance operant 681 

responding for a CS by potentiating the incentive value of the CS itself or of the CS-associated reward 682 

representation (Mogenson, 1987; Everitt and Robbins, 1992).  683 

 684 

Conclusions 685 

 686 

Increased neuronal activity in BLA-dependent circuits amplifies control over behaviour by an 687 

appetitive cue, and this involves two overlapping, but also dissociable psychological mechanisms. A 688 

first mechanism involves enhanced CS-UCS associative learning, such that the CS triggers increased 689 

conditioned approach, and increased anticipation of the primary reward. This prepares animals to 690 

engage with the forthcoming reward. The second mechanism involves amplified incentive motivation 691 

to pursue the CS, such that animals show enhanced instrumental responding for the CS. Thus, when 692 

reward cues are present in the environment, increased recruitment of BLA-dependent pathways could 693 

promote excessive pursuit of associated rewards both by augmenting anticipation for these rewards 694 

and making reward-paired cues more attractive in their own right. 695 
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 858 

FIGURE LEGENDS 859 

 860 

Figure 1. Pavlovian and Instrumental conditioning procedures. (A) During Pavlovian conditioning, 861 

rats with limited access to water (2 h/day) learned that a cue (lights + tone, CS) predicts water (100 μl) 862 

delivery into a recessed dish. We assessed the acquisition of CS-evoked conditioned approach 863 

behaviour by analysing the ratio of the number of nose-pokes into the dish made during each 5-864 

second cue presentation (conditioned stimulus response; CSR) over that made during the 5 seconds 865 

prior to each CS presentation (pre-conditioned stimulus response; PCSR). (B) After Pavlovian 866 

conditioning, rats were given instrumental conditioning sessions during which they were presented 867 

with two levers for the first time. Pressing the active lever produced the CS, while pressing the inactive 868 

lever had no programmed outcome. No water was delivered during instrumental conditioning 869 

sessions. 870 

 871 

Figure 2. Photo-stimulation reliably induces action potentials only in basolateral (BLA) and 872 

central (CeA) amygdala neurons expressing ChR2. (A) In Exp. 1, rats received AAV5-hSyn1-873 

hChR2(H134R)-eYFP (ChR2-eYFP) for transduction and activation of BLA or CeA neurons. Control 874 

rats received an optically inactive virus lacking ChR2 (AAV5-hSyn1-eYFP) in the BLA or CeA. At least 875 

4 weeks later, we measured action potentials evoked by photo-stimulation using in vivo 876 

electrophysiology. (B, C) show ChR2-eYFP expression in the BLA and CeA, respectively (scale bars: 877 

50 μm, arrows indicate cell bodies). When laser-light is delivered, ChR2 reliably induced action 878 

potentials in (D) BLA and (E) CeA neurons, with stimulation frequencies ranging between 1-20 Hz. 879 

ChR2 fidelity was reduced at 40 Hz. Accordingly, firing frequency of (F) BLA and (G) CeA neurons 880 

matched laser stimulation frequency only between 1-20 Hz. Recordings in 4 rats/region; 10 881 
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observations/rat. Examples of in vivo recordings show that laser-light induced action potentials in (H) 882 

ChR2-expressing BLA and CeA neurons but not in (I) eYFP-expressing BLA and CeA neurons. 883 

 884 

Figure 3. Photo-stimulation of neurons in the central (CeA), but not basolateral (BLA) amygdala 885 

is reinforcing. (A) In Exp. 2, rats received AAV5-hSyn1-hChR2(H134R)-eYFP or an optically inactive 886 

control virus lacking ChR2 (AAV5-hSyn1-eYFP) in the BLA or CeA of both hemispheres. Optic fibers 887 

were also implanted bilaterally, above virus injection sites. (B) Estimated optic fiber placements in the 888 

CeA and BLA (anteroposterior position is shown in mm relative to Bregma). At least 4 weeks after 889 

surgery, rats were allowed to press on two levers. Pressing the active lever produced photo-890 

stimulation of BLA or CeA neurons, paired with presentation of a light-tone cue. Pressing the inactive 891 

lever had no programmed consequence. (C-E) Lever pressing was measured under fixed ratio 1 892 

(FR1), random ratio 2 (RR2) and random ratio 4 (RR4) schedules of laser reinforcement. Responding 893 

was also assessed under (F) a progressive ratio 5 (PR5) schedule of laser reinforcement, and during 894 

a (G) within-session extinction test. (H) Effects of laser stimulation frequency on stimulations 895 

earned/minute. (I, J) Lever pressing under reversal learning conditions. (K) Effects of unilateral 896 

stimulation, under a RR2 schedule of laser reinforcement. *p < 0.05. In (G), # p < 0.05, versus control 897 

rats and BLA-ChR2 rats; α p < 0.05, 1st 5-minute block versus all other 5-minute blocks in CeA-ChR2 898 

rats. In (H), # p < 0.05, versus control rats at the same frequency; α p < 0.05, versus 5 Hz in CeA-899 

ChR2 rats. In (I), # p < 0.05, versus control rats in session -1; α p < 0.05, versus sessions 1 and 2 in 900 

CeA-ChR2 rats. In (J), # p < 0.05, versus control rats in the same test session; α p < 0.05, versus 901 

session -1 in CeA-ChR2 rats. n’s = 4-10/group. 902 

 903 

Figure 4. Photo-stimulation of basolateral amygdala (BLA) neurons during conditioned 904 

stimulus (CS) presentation potentiates CS-evoked conditioned approach. (A) In Exp. 3a, rats 905 

received AAV5-hSyn1-hChR2(H134R)-eYFP or an optically inactive control virus lacking ChR2 906 

(AAV5-hSyn1-eYFP) in the BLA of both hemispheres. Optic fibers were also implanted bilaterally, 907 

above virus injection sites. (B) Estimated optic fiber placements in the BLA (anteroposterior position is 908 
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shown in mm relative to Bregma). At least 4 weeks after surgery, rats were water-restricted (2 h/day) 909 

and received Pavlovian conditioning sessions where a light-tone conditioned stimulus (CS) predicted 910 

water (100 μl) delivery (unconditioned stimulus, or UCS) into a recessed dish. During conditioning 911 

sessions, photo-stimulation of BLA neurons was either explicitly paired or unpaired with CS 912 

presentation, in independent groups of rats. Control rats included ChR2 and eYFP rats that did not 913 

receive photo-stimulations and eYFP rats that received photo-stimulations. (C) CS-paired but not CS-914 

unpaired BLA photo-stimulation enhanced CSR/PCSR ratios (ratio of nose-pokes into the water dish 915 

during each 5-second CS presentation versus nose-pokes made during the 5-second period 916 

preceding each CS presentation). This indicates enhanced Pavlovian learning. n’s = 3-19/group. *p < 917 

0.05, versus ChR2-Unpaired laser group and control group; # p < 0.05, versus control group on the 918 

same session; α p < 0.05, versus ChR2-Unpaired laser group on the same session. 919 

 920 

Figure 5. Photo-stimulation of basolateral amygdala (BLA) neurons potentiates incentive 921 

motivation for a conditioned stimulus (CS). (A) In Exp. 3b, rats that had not received photo-922 

stimulation of BLA neurons during previous Pavlovian CS-UCS conditioning (eYFP rats and ChR2-No 923 

laser control rats from Exp. 3a) were used to assess the effects of photo-stimulation of BLA neurons 924 

during instrumental responding for the CS. (B) During a session without laser stimulation, both groups 925 

pressed more on the active versus inactive lever, and there were no group differences in lever-926 

pressing behaviour. (C) During sessions where BLA photo-stimulation was paired with each earned 927 

CS presentation, ChR2 rats pressed more on the active lever than eYFP rats did. This indicates that 928 

photo-stimulation of BLA neurons during CS presentation enhances the incentive motivational value of 929 

the CS. (D) During sessions where BLA photo-stimulation was explicitly unpaired with each earned CS 930 

presentation, ChR2 rats still pressed more on the active versus inactive lever, but lever-pressing 931 

behavior did not differ between ChR2 and eYFP rats. n’s =7-8/ group. *p < 0.05; α p < 0.05, active 932 

lever presses versus inactive lever presses in ChR2 rats. 933 

 934 
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Figure 6. Photo-stimulation of basolateral amygdala (BLA) neurons potentiates motivation for a 935 

discrete environmental stimulus if and only if this stimulus was previously associated with a 936 

primary reward. Each dot indicates reinforcements earned by individual rats that were lever pressing 937 

for presentations of a light-tone stimulus. Data is shown for individual control rats (A and C) and 938 

individual rats receiving photo-stimulation of ChR2-expressing BLA neurons paired with each stimulus 939 

presentation (B and D). (A-B) When the light-tone stimulus had not previously been associated with a 940 

primary reward, BLA photo-stimulation did not change the number of stimulus presentations earned. 941 

(C-D) When the light-tone stimulus had previously been associated with a water reward, BLA photo-942 

stimulation enhanced responding. 943 

 944 

Figure 7. Bilateral infusions of d-amphetamine into the basolateral amygdala (BLA) intensify 945 

the incentive value of a conditioned stimulus (CS). (A) In Exp. 4, rats received Pavlovian 946 

conditioning. Bilateral cannulae were then implanted specifically into the BLA (‘BLA’ group) or into the 947 

amygdala without targeting the BLA specifically (‘Amygdala’ group). (B) Estimated injector tip 948 

placements in BLA rats and in Amygdala rats (anteroposterior position is shown in mm relative to 949 

Bregma). (C, F) During Pavlovian conditioning, rats reliably learned the CS-unconditioned stimulus 950 

contingency, as indicated by increasing CSR/PCSR ratios over sessions (ratio of nose-pokes into the 951 

water receptacle made during each 5-second CS presentation versus during the 5-second period 952 

preceding each CS presentation). Next, we assessed the effects of intra-cerebral d-amphetamine 953 

infusions (0, 10 or 30 μg/hemisphere) on instrumental responding for the CS. Both (D, E) BLA and (G, 954 

H) Amygdala rats pressed more on the active versus inactive lever, indicating that the CS acquired 955 

incentive motivational value. (D) D-amphetamine influenced responding for the CS only when the drug 956 

was infused into the BLA. n’s = 7-20/group. *p < 0.05. 957 
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